
Oscillation Notes
We started out the oscillation chapter by defining the conditions under which oscillation occurs:

Something is in equilibrium if it doesn't want to move or change.
Stable equilibrium occurs when, if something strays from the equilibrium value, it wants to go bback
toward equilibrium.
Unstable equilibrium occurs when, if something strays from the equilibrium value, it is pushed further
and further away.
Oscillation occurs when something is pulled a bit away from a stable equilibrium, and it has some sort
of inertia that will make it swing past the equilibrium point.

We encounter oscillation in many different circumstances. To measure how fast something is oscilating, we
use two ideas:

Period is the amount of time takes for one cycle.
Frequency is the number of cycles that happen in a second.

In general, we measure the period when the oscillation is slow, and the frequency when it is fast. Period and
frequency are reciprocals of each other.

Oscillation requires an acceleration back toward equilibrium. If this acceleration is directly proportional to
the distance from equilibrium, a = -Bx, then we have a special type of oscillator called a Harmonic
Oscillator. A harmonic oscillator has the same period (and frequency) regardless of whether it is swinging a
long distance or a short one. The period will be 2π√(1/B). Some examples of harmonic oscillators are a
pendulum, and a mass on a spring:

Hooke's Law

We made a brief excursion to understand the spring oscillator more. We found that
the force the spring pulls with depends on the distance stretched, x, and the "spring
constant," a measure of the strenght of the spring, telling how many Netwons of force
it exerts per meter of stretch. This can be used, for example, to find how much a
given weight will stretch the spring.

Resonance

The last general characteristic of oscillation that we studied was resonance. Like equilibrium and oscillation,
resonance is a phenomenon that we experience in a very diverse set of places. It happens when the
oscillation of one thing causes something else to begin oscillating, such as when I cause a younger cousin to
start swinging on a swing by pushing her with the proper period.

If an object is pushed in time with the "natural" frequency that it wants to oscillate at, energy is
transfered to it, increasing the size of its oscillation.
A push at the wrong frequency will not "excite" resonant oscillation.


